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Financial Services
Solutions

Today’s financial organizations place a lot of demand on their IT systems. Traders, financial
analysts and asset managers continuously rely on technology and software applications to help do
their job well. But it takes more than just development knowledge and metrics to deploy a
successful financial software initiative. That is where we come in.

CHALLENGES
IN FINANCIAL SERVICES
Reduced Budgets
As margins diminish, financial service firms
must learn how to do more with less.
Compliance and Regulatory Burden
In order to comply with an increase in
regulatory requirements, banks and
financial institutions have had to expand
compliance departments at the expense of
their IT budgets.
Customer Satisfaction
Firms should be able to maintain the whiteglove service that clients expect despite
lower margins and less staff.

Sprinterra enables financial service
firms to save time and money through
the development of customizable
platforms that automate processes and
build applications including those
specifically designed for compliance
and regulatory reporting.
• Customized Software Solutions
• Workflow Automation Systems
• End-to-End Solutions
• Data Management Solutions that
store, move, and reconcile data

Learn more about our team and ﬁnancial services solutions by visiting us online at:

www.sprinterra.com

You Can Bank On Our Services
COMPLIANCE AND REGULATORY

Operating in an increasingly scrutinized financial industry, companies are faced with frequently
changing regulatory and compliance environments. Reports must contain specific information to
address these complex requirements. With a dedicated reporting system in place, you’ll be able to
tackle these challenges and more.

FINANCIAL REPORTING

The Global Financial Services Industry is complex and varies from country to country. Financial
statements must be prepared in strict adherence to various reporting standards. A comprehensive
reporting system will help your company accelerate preparation, validation and compliance with the
generally accepted accounting practices.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Financial organizations have been affected by volatile economies, shareholder demands and exorbitant
regulatory and compliance mandates in recent years. Many firms have sought methods to analyze
information that would allow them to make intelligent decisions quickly. Designing custom BI solutions
that provide informative reports and actionable visualization of data will aid industry professionals and
investors alike.

BIG DATA

Data rules the financial world and we know how to handle your data efficiently and intelligently.
Turning information into valuable insight will help you improve and accelerate your business.

DATA RECONCILIATION

Constant flow of data from different sources requires ongoing verification. Error detection and
subsequent remediation proved to be a time consuming task. We know how to automate the
reconciliation process and make it efficient.

MIDDLE AND BACK OFFICE AUTOMATION

Our extensive experience working for global financial institutions will help you reduce operational costs
and risks while improving data quality, process transparency, and customer experience.

“

Here’s What Our Customers Say:
Tonight is the production release of MySS and our deployment of the AIS360 data services. The
functionality we’re delivering tonight exceeds what we originally thought we’d be able to deploy for the
November MySS release Your time and patience, as well as our improved collaboration, helped
contribute to this success. I’m looking forward to being able to repeat this in future releases.”
~ SVP Operations, Global Investment Bank

”Just wanted to mention that Jimmy, Denys, Elena, Anton, Natalia, Nayanakshi, Nikolay, Roman, the 3 Sergiis and
Stanislav are doing a fantastic job on the ERP app. It looks great and the functionality they built rivals and will
exceed actuate and dataexport when completed. Just wanted to thank them all on what a great job they are
doing. Thank you, guys.
~ CTO, Fortune 500 Broker Dealer

“

”

I just wanted to commend you on such a great job done on implementing Pending Jobs. This was a
feature I was skeptical of because of the complexity involved with using Quartz Scheduler. The
implementation we did with ERP exceeded my expectations especially with Job Groups and Priority.”
~ CIO, Wealth Management Advisory Firm
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